
BRAT & PEPPER BACON 
STUFFED ROULADEN

~ 4 servings ~

REQUIREMENTS:
4 slices 
2 
8 slices 
4 
1/4 cup 
2 tbsp 
1-2 pks
~

K&K rouladen meat
K&K Nuremberg bratwurst
K&K peppered bacon 
Hengstenberg Knax Pickles
diced onion
mustard (Lowensenf or Hengstenberg) 
Knorr rouladen fix
Toothpicks, rouladen spikes or rings

HOW TO: (prep ~20min / crock-pot 5+hrs)
Place your sliced rouladen meat flat on your prep surface. Spread a thin layer of 
mustard and sprinkle the diced onion upon each. I have not added additional 
spice in this recipe, as each element is quite flavourful and salt and pepper can 
be added to taste upon serving if desired. Slice pickles approx. 1/4 inch thick 
and lie the slices horizontally across the rouladen approximately 1.5 inches from 
one end. Add your bacon layer now, whether you chose to fry or use as is. Cut the 
Nuremberg bratwurst in half and place 1 half in each rouladen near the end you 
began placing the pickles. Casings can be removed if preferred, or pre-order meat  
without casings.

You are now ready to roll! Take that 1.5 inch end and tuck it around the bratwurst 
and continue to roll. Place a toothpick through the loose end to keep it rolled (you 
may need a couple). Lightly brown your rouladen in a fry pan using a bit of oil or 
bacon grease, and place in your crock-pot. 

Prepare your Knorr rouladen sauce ~ 375ml water with package contents, mix 
well and pour on top of your prepped rouladen. These stuffed rouladen can be 
big so I find 2 packs of Knorr Fix allows extra for dumplings! Turn crock-pot on low 
and upon returning home from work these tender rolls are ready.

MAIN

TIP: Prepare your  
rouladen the night 
before, then prior to 
leaving for work they 
just need to be started.

NOTE: I prefer to fry my 
bacon prior to placing 
it but many place it 
as is. If fried you may 
choose to crumble 
it depending on the 
crispness.

SUGGESTION:  
Rouladen pairs well 
with red cabbage and 
potato or bread dump-
lings. K&K Foodliner 
has a wide selection  
of both.

https://kandkfoodliner.com/products/knax-crunchy-gherkins
https://kandkfoodliner.com/search?q=lowensenf&x=0&y=0
https://kandkfoodliner.com/search?q=hengstenberg+mustard&x=0&y=0
https://kandkfoodliner.com/search?q=knorr+rouladen&x=0&y=0
https://kandkfoodliner.com/search?q=red+cabbage&x=0&y=0
https://kandkfoodliner.com/search?q=dumpling&x=0&y=0



